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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Greenfield/ as was common in the area/ underwent very little
growth during 1990. There was no industrial or commercial growth
and there were only 8 housing starts. Much of the building for
which building permits have been issued was for expansion.
The entire town was reassessed late in the year; the resulting
tax base is 90,111/851. We have been reviewing all of our standing
tax exemptions with the intention of reducing them where possible.
January 1 was the beginning of our bicentennial year. We are
looking forward to this time with great anticipation and would like
to thank the Bicentennial Committee for a good job well done. It
is our hope that the townspeople will take advantage of this
celebration to add to the success to this once in 200 year event.
Robert Smith was elected to this board for a three year term
at the annual Town Meeting. Richard Weston was appointed to the
position of Superintendent of Public Works for one year. A committee
was formed to replace or repair the picket fence around the cemetery
adjacent to the meeting house, and Chris Borden was chosen as chair-
person. Diane Naylor submitted her resignation from the post of
Overseer of Public Welfare late in the year and Virginia Hillegass
was appointed to the position for the remainder of the term.
A second egress to the basement of the Meeting House was
contracted and completed in the latter part of the year. The State
Fire Marshall also required a second egress from the second floor of
the Town Office building; this also was contracted and completed.
Yet to be done is to make the Meeting House and Library accessible
to the disabled.
In the coming year/ it will be necessary for property owners
to refile for Current Use exemptions. The categories of such use
have been reduced to three and redefined.
The Board of Selectmen wish to take this opportunity to thank
the many people who volunteer many hours to the town by serving on
the Rescue Squad; the Fire Department; the Planning and Zoning
Boards; the Budget, Fairgrounds, Recreation and Picket Fence
Committees; Conservation Commission; and Trustees of Trust Funds and
Library. We also thank all of our elected and appointed officials
as well as volunteers. It is the unselfish giving of all these








State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Greenfield in the County of
Hillsborough and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Meeting House in said
Greenfield on Tuesday, the twelfth day of March, next, to act on the
following subjects. The polls will be open at the Town Meeting House
from 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Article 1A: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing
.




In the Zoning Ordinance, amend SECTION II by adding the following
paragraph:
P. Building shall mean any independent structure having a roof
with structural support and more than 100 square feet in size.
AMENDMENT NO. 2
In the Zoning Ordinance, amend SECTION IV by changing paragraph
G to read:
No Person shall locate or maintain in the Town a junkyard (as
defined by NH RSA 236:91 and 236:112).
AMENDMENT NO. 3
In the Zoning Ordinance, amend SECTION III by deleting paragraph
1.2 and replacing it by adopting the New Hampshire Model Flood-
plain Development Ordinance.
Town Meeting will recess until 7:00 P.M. on Friday, March 15,
1991 when Article 2 and the remaining articles of the warrant will
be acted upon.
Article 2: To hear the reports of agents / auditors, standing
committees, or other officers heretofore chosen and to pass any vote
relative thereto.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to transfer and convey property acquired by the Town by
tax collector's deed by public auction (or advertised sealed bid) or
in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may
require
.
Article 4: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
borrow such sums as are necessary to defray Town charges in antici-
pation of taxes.
Article 5: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, accept and expend without further action by Town Meeting,
money from the state, federal, or governmental unit, or private
source which becomes available during the year.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept legacies and gifts given the Town in trust or
otherwise by any individual or group of individuals.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of twelve thousand, seven hundred dollars and seventy
cents (12,700.70) toward a recreation building at Oak Park and
authorize the withdrawal of twelve thousand, seven hundred dollars
and seventy cents (12,700.70) plus interest, from the cash reserve
fund known as Otter Lake Fund created for that purpose.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of forty-five thousand dollars (45,000.) for the
purchase of a new dump truck for the Department of Public Works
complete with sander and plows and to authorize the withdrawl of
thirty-five thousand, four hundred dollars and fifty three cents
(35,400.53) plus accrued interest from Capital Reserve Funds
created for that purpose and the balance of nine thousand, five
hundred ninety-nine dollars and forty-seven cents (9,599.47) to
be raised by the Town.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of one hundred fifty-nine thousand, four hundred
eighty dollars (159,480.) for the support of the Department of
Public Works to be allocated as follows:




Salt & Sand 12,000.
Cold Patch 300.
Graveling, Road Work 35,680.










Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to enter into a lease agreement for the purpose of leasing
a John Deere road grader for the Highway Department, and to raise
and appropriate the sum of Fourteen thousand, five hundred four
dollars (14,504.) for that purpose.
(Majority Vote Required) n
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of twelve thousand dollars (12,000.) to be
used solely in sealing approximately three (3) miles of previously
tarred roads in the town.
Article 12: To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fifty-six thousand/ eight hundred thirty-
six dollars (56/836.) for the support of the Recycling Center to
be allocated as follows:
Wages 15,600.
Wilton Recycling Center 38,636.
Fuel/Vehicle 1,300.
Miscellaneous 1,300. 56,836.
Article 13: To see if the Town of Greenfield will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand, seventy-three dollars
and thirty-seven cents (10,073.37) for the purchase of trailers,
bucket/grapple, glass crusher and roof for the Wilton Recycling
Center; to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend grants from the Governors Recycling Grant Program in the
amount of Five Thousand, thirty-six dollars and sixty-nine cents
(5,036.69) for the above mentioned equipment with amount of Five
thousand thirty-six dollars and sixty-nine cents (5036.69) to be
raised by general taxation of the Town. This appropriation is
contingent upon receipt of State funds and the matching appropriation
by the other municipalities participating in the Wilton Recycling
Center. The total sum of purchase, including Greenfield's share
will be seventy thousand, one hundred dollars (70,100).
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of 3500.00 (thirty-five hundred dollars) for
the construction of two compost bins at our recycling center; to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
grants from the Governor's Recycling Grant Program in the amount of
one thousand, seven hundred and fifty dollars (1,750) for the
above with an amount of one thousand, seven hundred and fifty
dollars (1,750) to be raised by general taxation.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of nineteen thousand, eight hundred fifty
dollars (19,850.) for the support of the Fire Department to be
allocated as follows:
Truck & Equipment Maint. 2,200.
Mutual Aid Dues 2,600.
Gas & Lube 1,200.












Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of sixteen thousand/ six hundred dollars
(16/600.) to be used to purchase new personal protection gear for
the Fire Department.
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of sixty-two thousand, three hundred sixty
dollars (62,360.) to support the Police Department to be allocated
as follows:
Chief's Salary 28,500.
Part Time Officers 20,020.
Outside Detail 500.
Cruiser & Radio Maint. 2,300.
Police Equip. & Uniforms 1,500.
Gas & Oil 3,500.
Training 1,000.
Telephone 1,200.
Misc. & Office Supplies 200.
Mutual Aid 2,349. 62,360.
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of eighteen thousand, one hundred twenty-five
dollars (18,125.) for the support of the Stephenson Memorial





Books , Encyclopedias 3,200.
Magazines, Newspapers 640.





Trust Funds, Income 1,115. 18,125.
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of two thousand, four hundred dollars (2,400)
for architectural design services for Stephenson Memorial Library.
These services include sketches and comparative cost analysis of
several designs and scale drawings of the final design which
satisfies state fire codes, state and federal unrestricted access
design guidelines and library staff work space needs.
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of reconstruction of the Meeting House roof and to raise
and appropriate the sum of four thousand, five hundred dollars
(4,500) to be placed in this fund and designate the Selectmen as
agents to expend.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars (5,000.) to be set aside into a
Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of Department of Public Works
equipment
.
Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum of two hundred fifty-six thousand, one hundred twenty
dollars (256,120.) for the operation and maintenance of Town property,
and any other charges arising within the Town as proposed:
Town Officers Salaries 10,100.
Town Officers Expenses 30,575.
Clerical 10,075.
Elections & Registrations 1,600.
Cemeteries 900.
General Government Bldgs. 8,210.
Planning & Zoning 2,900.
Legal Expenses 5,000.





Monadnock Family Services 1,518.
St. Jos. Hosp/Home Health Care 560.
General Welfare 18,000.





Survey, Tax Maps, Peramb. 5,500.
Interest Exp. Fire Truck 3,951.
Interest, TAN 40,000.
Street Lighting 4,000. 256,120.
Article 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of thirteen thousand dollars (13,000.) for the support of the
Recreation Department. Ten thousand, six hundred dollars (10,600.)
for the support of Recreation programs and two thousand, four hundred
dollars (2,400.) for a life guard at Sunset Lake Beach. Four thousand,
eight hundred sixty-five dollars (4,865.) to be raised through taxes
and eight thousand, one hundred thirty-five (8,135.) to be raised
through fees and charges. (Submitted by the Recreation Committee)
Article 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifteen thousand dollars (15,000.) for the use of
installing energy efficient renovations to our town buildings. The
Selectmen are authorized to apply and expend seven thousand, five
hundred dollars (7,500.) of State of N.H. Governor's Energy Grant
funds.
Article 25: To see if the town will direct the Selectmen to
appoint a committee to be responsible for planning and installing
an all wars veterans memorial.
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Article 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
seven hundred fifty dollars (750.) to be used for the design and
installation of an all wars veterans memorial.
Article 27: To see if the Town will vote to defer to the Oak
Park Committee any monies realized by the clearing of Oak Park to be
used for the purpose of further restoration of the park.
(Submitted by Oak Park Committee)
Article 28: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to take whatever legal action necessary to cause the
CONVAL School District to assess each town in the District in
proportion to its equalized tax base only; and raise and appropriate
the sum of seven thousand dollars (7000.) for legal expenses.
(Submitted by the Selectmen)
Article 29: To see if the Town of Greenfield will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of five thousand, eight hundred dollars
(5,800.) for the Contoocook Housing Trust, to support its goals of
creating and maintaining affordable housing for low and moderate
income families.
Article 30: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifteen hundred dollars (1,500.) toward the purchase and
installation of 3 signs similar to the one in place at the entrance
to Greenfield from Peterborough on Route 136. These signs will
display the town name (Greenfield), the date of inception as 1791 and
will be identical to the sign presently in place on Route 136.
(Submitted by petition by the Pride Committee)
Article 31: To see if the Town will vote to approve the change
in status of Old Coach Road from class VI to a class V town road.
The cost to be incurred by the residents of the road. The said
purpose to maintain a more easy access for the use of emergancy, fire,
and police vehicles to insure the safety and well-being of the
residents. (Submitted by petition)
Article 32: To see if the Town will vote to approve the
following change of street names: Ledgewood Drive and Longwood Drive
in the Longwood Estates Sub-Division to the common name of Gould Hill.
Note: for the US Post Office services, the numbers would remain the
same. (Submitted by petition)
Article 33: To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this fifteenth day of February
of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety
A true copy of Warrant - Attest
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
f\E GREENFIELD Kl LJ
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 1991 to December 31 , 1991 or for Fiscal Year







SELECTMEN (PLEASE SIGN IN INK)
R.S.A., Chap. 31 , Sect. 95. Immediately upon the close of the fiscal year the budget committee in towns where such committees exist,
otherwise the selectmen, shall prepare a budget on blanks prescribed by the Department of Revenue Administration. Such budget shall be
posted with the town warrant and shall be printed in the town report at least one week before the date of the town meeting.



















1 Town Officers' Salary 10,000. 9,746. 10,100.
2 Town Officers' Expenses 20,150. 29,754. 30,575.
3 Election and Registration Expenses 2,000. 1,093. 1,600.
4 Cemeteries 400. 602. 900.
5 General Government Buildings 29,000. 28,456. 23,210.
6 Rsxpf>Kd6xlx>K»8peRy Tax map/Peramb. 3,750. 985. 5,500.
7 Planning and Zoning 2,100. 3,408. 2,900.
8 Legal Expenses /art. 2 8 4,000. 4,493. 12,000.
9 Advertising and Regional Association 1,600. 1,543. 2,019.
10 A.A. and Clerical Wages 30,300. 30,827. 32,075.
PUBLIC SAFETY
11 Police Department 49,100. 49,628. 62,360.
12 Fire Department , art . #16 27,200. 29,087. 36,450.
13 Civil Defense
14 Building Inspection 450. 2,147. 2,000.
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
15 Town Maintenance arts. 8 & 11 12,000. 11,797. 57,000.
16 General Highway Department Expenses 156,495. 157,554. 159,480.
17 Street Lighting 4,000. 3,770. 4,000.
SANITATION
18 Solid Waste Disposal 42,709. 44,011. 56,836.
19 Garbage Removal articles 13 & 14 5,622. 2,656. 13,573.
HEALTH
20 Health Department
21 3H*5(R^9k!kand Ambulances 12,477. 11,174. 5,294.
.22 Animal Control 400. 331. 400.
23 Vital Statistics 342.
WELFARE
24 General Assistance 12,000. 39,940. 18,000.
25 C&c<te8&30i6}a{rae 1,400. 1,400. 1,518.
26 Aidji<ktfc&Bi»a£4edst . Joseph's & HHC 800. 560. 560.
CULTURE AND RECREATION
27 Library ar f_ . #]g 15,419. 14,259. 20,525.
28 Parks and Recreation , playgrdsVlicin** 17,400. 29,597. 19,600.
29 Patriotic Purposes , art. #26 500. 453. 1,250.
30 Conservation Commission 1,110. 482. 1,003.
DEBT SERVICE
31 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 17,320. 17,320. 17,320.
32 Interest Expense—Long-Term Bonds & Notes 5,268. 7,780. 3,951.
33 Interest Expense—Tax Anticipation Notes 18,000. 40,000.
34 Interest Expense—Other Temporary Loans
35 Fiscal Qr^ia^^^nxD^tjcabatements , refunds 304. —
CAPITAL OUTLAY
36 Grader , cemetery fence 19,504. 14,663. 14,504.
37
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
38 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds: Reval. 35,000. 37,222. —
39 T.H. Roof and DPW 4,500. 4,500. 9,500.
40 General Fund Trust (RSA 31 :19-a) Oak Pk.Bldq. 12,701.
MISCELLANEOUS
41 ^W«BekWa!«rjPj?R^:t}ra!xtArt . #29 5,800.
42 %*«l^$^ix9e»«1C)«?t Art . #30 — — 1,500.
43 FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 16,000. 14,775. 16,000.
44 Insurance 45,000. 44,460. 57,415.
45 Unemployment Compensation




















48 National Bank Stock Taxes
49 Yield Taxes 10,000. 9,425. 12,000.
50 Interest and Penalties on Taxes 23,000. 20,443. 30,000.
51 Inventory Penalties
52 Land Use Change Tax 5,000.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
53 Shared Revenue-Block Grant 15,926. 15,926. 15,900.
54 Highway Block Grant 35,680. 25,122. 46,680.
55 Railroad Tax 66. 76. 76.
56 State Aj§tW^^3^^«TxBt«**recy . Senergv 2,811. 17,870.
PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES: y rants
57 State-Federal Forest Land/Recreation Land/Flood Land 4.115. 4,507. 4,500.
58 Other (MS-1,p.2, lines 20-22) ramp Union 1 .200. 1,200.
59 Other Reimbursements F;merg enr;y Managemer f. 4.474. 4.474. 745.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-FEDERAL




61 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees Q^nnn, qo,?7?. qo,onn.
62 Dog Licenses
i f **on. 1 ,1 ^9, i , pnn.
63 Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees ^,nnn. fi,17"7
. fi,nnn.
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
64 Income From Departments 22,928. 30,208. 24,000.
65 Rent of Town Property 1 .SOO. 1 ,S6S_ 2,000.
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
66 Interests on Deposits 16.000. 18,097. 17.000.
67 Sale of Town Property R^O. US. 200.
68 Tnsnrsnnp rpfnnrls , Tmprnve . Assrif . l^oo. lfi, ^Pfi. 1 2,000.
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
69 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
70 Income from Water and Sewer Departments
71 Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 27,086. 29,413. 35,400.
72 Withdrawals from General Fund Trusts Otter Lake — 12,701.
73 Income from Trust Funds
74 Fund Balance 12,517.
75 TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 296,429. 277,361. 334,472.
Total Appropriations (line 46)
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (L
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and Cou
BUDGET OF THE TOV












MARCH 13, 1990 TOWN ELECTIONS
Meeting was called to order by Acting Moderator, Jerry Adams, at 10:00
a.m. to act on Article I of the warrant - election of Town Officers
for the ensuing year, also Article IB to vote on proposed admendments
to the Zoning Ordinance proposed by the Planning Board, one by petition
and two by the Selectmen. Also there was a third ballot proposed amend-
to articles of Agreement for the School District of Contoocook Valley.
Rev. Daniel Osgood led with a prayer. Pledge of Allegiance was led by
Robert Geisel. Moderator read the warrant. Checklist was read by Cheryl
McDaniel, Supervisor of the Checklist with 774 name. Moderator announced
absentee ballots to be opened at 3:00 p.m.
Polls opened at 10:00 a.m. and closed at 7:00 p.m. after which the ballots
were counted, 370 ballots were cast, thirteen of which were absentee.
Article I Election of Officers for the Town of Greenfield, NH
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS - Steven Robertson received 48 votes, Ben Sanford
received 122 votes, and Robert V. Smith received 191 votes. Therefore
Robert V. Smith elected for the ensuing three years.
MODERATOR FOR TWO YEARS - Peter W. Hopkins received 331 votes. (10 write-ins)
Therefore Peter W. Hopkins elected for the ensuing two years.
TAX COLLECTOR FOR THREE YEARS - Robert C. Geisel, Jr. received 347 votes.
(2 write-ins) Therefore Robert C. Geisel, Jr. elected for the ensuing
three years
.
TOWN TREASURER FOR ONE YEAR. Dorothy D. Hilton received 334 votes. (1 Write
in) Therefore Dorothy D. Hilton elected for ensuing year.
FIRE CHIEF FOR ONE YEAR. James Conway received 97 write in votes. 22 other
write-ins. Therefore James Conway elected for ensuing year.
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE FOR ONE YEAR - Diane Weeks received 312 votes.
(7 write-ins) Therefore Diane Weeks elected for the ensuing year.
LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR THREE YEARS - Dorothy Drake received 330 votes, therefore
elected for the ensuing three years.
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR THREE YEARS - Paul Brooks received 329 votes, there-
fore elected for the ensuing three years.
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER FOR THREE YEARS (Vote for Two) Thomas F. Bregani received
204 votes, Gene Mitchell received 140 votes, George Rainier received 199 votes,
and Gary Russell received 148 votes. Therefore Thomas F. Bregani and George
Rainier elected for the ensuing three years.
BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS (Vote for Two) (49 write-ins no one person
receiving enough votes to be elected to committee) Therefore two members will
need to be appointed
TOWN AUDITORS FOR ONE YEAR (Vote for Two) (31 write-ins no one person receiving
enough votes to be elected for ensuing year) Therefore two will have to be
appointed.
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CONVAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MODERATOR FOR ONE YEAR - Harvey H. Chandler received
278 votes. (2 write-ins)
Article IB - Proposed amendments to the Zoning Ordinances and Provisions of
RSA 72:43 & RSA 31:95 submitted by the Selectmen. Results below
1. Are you in favor of the adoption of AMENDMENT NO. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
To allow the use of wetland soils to partially satisfy minimum lot
size and frontage requirements.
YES 214 NO 139
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of AMENDMENT NO. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
To require swimming pools to meet the building setback requirements.
YES 254 NO 102
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of AMENDMENT NO. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
To have the Greenfield town moderator appoint regular and alternate
members of the Board of Adjustment and to allow up to five alternate
members at any one time.
YES 230 NO 115
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of AMENDMENT NO. 4 as proposed by a
petition of voters for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
To adjust the boundary of the Business District to include the lot now
occupied by the Greenfield Inn.
(The Planning Board is not in favor of this amendment)
YES 143 NO 215
5_ Are you in favor of the adoption of optional adjusted elderly exemptions
(RSA 72:43-h(3) from property tax as follows:
For a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $20,000; for a person
75 years of age up to 80 years, $40,000; for a person 80 years of age
or older, $60,000. To qualify, the person must have been a New
Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse
they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the
taxpayer must have a net income of less than $10,000 or if married,
a
combined net income of less than $12,000; and own net assets not in
excess of $50,000 excluding the value of the person's residence.
(This provision was submitted by the Selectmen)
YES 304 NO 50
6. Are you in favor of adopting the provisions of RSA 31:95-c as follows:
To restrict revenues from Oak Park user fees to expenditures for the
purpose of Oak Park Recreation Building. Such revenue and expenditures
shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to be known as the
Oak Park Project Fund, separate from the general fund. Any surplus
in said fund shall not be deemed part of the general fund accumulated
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surplus and shall be expended only after a vote by the legistative
body to appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a specific
purpose related to the purpose of the fund or source of the revenue.
(This provision was submitted by the Selectmen)
YES 290 NO 59
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT:
To see if the Contoocook Valley School District will vote to delete
Article Five (5) of its founding Articles of Agreement and substitute
the following:
The Contoocook Valley School District shall operate and maintain a
sufficient number of schools and shall determine the size and grade
configuration of such schools to ensure that every student is offered
a thorough, comprehensive, and equitable education.
To achieve this goal, the district, by obtaining a favorable 2/3 vote
of all voting at the individual town halls in a secret ballot, may
close or consolidate any existing school(s)
.
Any existing town boundary will no longer influence the location and
grade configuration in district school buildings.
Are you in favor of the adoption of this Amendment as proposed by
petition?
YES 149 NO 198
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Meeting reconvened at 7:05 p.m. on March 16, 1990, Moderator, Peter
Hopkins read the State of the Ballot and continued by stating a few house
rules: 1. For those who wish to smoke, please leave the Hall and try not
to distrub the meeting. 2. We will follow the Warrant as printed unless
change made before we get into the Warrant. 3. Anyone wishing to speak
to an article please rise, wait to be recognized and state your name. 4.
You will be allowed to speak once to an article and not again until every-
one has a chance who wishes to speak to that article. 5. Ask that we not
pass over an article, all articles will be read. 6. If you wish to make
an amendment to an article please submit in writing to the clerk. 7.
Should anyone feel Moderator has made an incorrect ruling, this can be
changed by a vote of the assembly.
Meeting continued with Moderator proceeding with Article 2, followed by
the rest of the Warrant.
Article 2 - Moved and seconded to hear the reports of agents, auditors,
standing committees, or other officers heretofore chosen and to pass any
vote relative thereto. Budget Committee Chairman, Wayne Gordon reported
that after PreTown Meeting it was preceived that the Townspeople wanted
the budget cut, in view of this the Budget Committee met with the Select-
men and some of the Department Heads to review the Warrant resulting with
proposed cuts, they felt we could manage with for the ensuing year, these
cuts will be proposed as the individual warrant articles are read. Moderator
will read article as printed, than motion will be made on the proposal to
be voted on. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 3 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to transfer and convey property acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's deed by public auction (or advertised sealed bid) or in such
other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may require. Vote
in the affirmative.
Article 4 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to borrow such sums as are necessary to defray Town charges in
anticipation of taxes. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 5 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend without further action by Town
Meeting, money from the state, federal, or governmental unit, or private
source which becomes available during the year or take any action relative
thereto. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 6 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to accept legacies and gifts given the Town in trust or
otherwise by any individual or group of individuals or take any action
relative thereto. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 7 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) toward a recreation building at
Oak Park and authorize the withdrawal of Eleven thousand, six hundred,
fifty-five ($11,655) plus interest, from the cash reserve fund known as
Otter Lake Fund created for that purpose, Eight thousand dollars ($8,000)
from donations and the balance of Thirty thousand, three hundred, forty-
five dollars ($30,345) to be raised by the Town. Also to authorize the
Selectmen to appoint a building committee for this purpose. Moved and
seconded by the Slectmen to see if the Town will vote to authorize the
removal of Five thousand dollars ($5,000) from the Otter Lake Fund to
purchase architectual drawings for a recreation building at the Oak
Park Fairgrounds or take any action relative thereto.
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Mike Sparling, speaking for the Oak Park Committee reported that the building
had been discussed by the Committee over a period of the last five years and
they felt prepared to go ahead with the building. He recommended that we not
use the $5,000 proposed by the Selectmen for a drawing, since they had a drawing
and had gotten estimates of cost for the building. Mr. Sparling presented the
drawing explaining what the Committee would like to see done. He also proposed
that we amend the article to appropriate $20,000 none to be raised by taxes but
using the amount from Otter Lake Fund and donations to start the building and
go as far as this money would permit. They felt they could probably put in a
foundation and roof with this amount. Question also asked that if we vote to
expend this $20,000, would it have to be used. Moderator felt that Article 5
covered this matter. Amendment to Article 7 voted on by show of hands, Yes 62,
No 84, therefore amendment failed. Original proposal as presented by Selectmen
to be voted on, Oak Park Committee do not want to expend the $5,000 for drawing.
Article defeated in its entirety.
Article 8 - To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to sell and convey to Wayne LeBlanc a right of way or easement over an existing
road or cart path from land that Wayne LeBlanc presently owns and is shown aa
Lot 44 on Tax Assessor's map of the Town of Greenfield to State Route 136, a
public way, said right of way shown on a plan of land surveyed by Donald Duval,
said Lot 43 being presently owned by the Town of Greenfield. (Submitted by
petition) or take any action relative thereto. Selectmen moved and seconded
Article to read, "I move that the Town grant a right of way over land of the
Town as described on Tax Map #R-4, Lot #43 to Wayne Leblanc and the other
owners of the Wayne LeBlanc property subject to the following conditions:
1. The width and precise location of such right of way is to
be determined by the Board of Selectmen.
2. Approval for access onto Route 136, a public right of way,
is to be obtained from the State of New Hampshire Department
of Transportation.
3. All survey costs, if any, to plot and locate the said right
of way on the Town map shall be borne by Wayne LeBlanc.
Selectman Burrage expressed concern that there is a former Town of Greenfield
dump site in that area and the Town's liability for what might emit from this.
Peter Hopkins, the Moderator, asked Jarvis Adams, III to take over as moderator
temporarily because he wished to speak to the article. Mr. Hopkins said that
the site under discussion had been given to the Town by his father, who later
expressed regret, and remembering this he felt that the Town should not give
a right of way through this lot. There was concern regarding how much of the
area might be actually right of way belonging to the railway. There was also
concern that the lot belonging to Mr. LeBlanc might not meet the requirements
of the Town for a building site. They were assured that the requirements of
the Town would have to be met before permit would be issued. Richard Metivier
"Proposed amendment that the Town of Greenfield Board of Selectmen and their
attorney and Mr. LeBlanc and his attorney resolve the legal matter after such
time a special Town Meeting will be convened or brought before the next Town
Meeting for a decision." He felt that there were a lot of legal problems that
needed to be ironed out before the Town should vote. It was voted by the
Assembly to allow Mr. Haley, Mr. LeBlanc's attorney to speak to the article.
He said he had already discussed the legal issues with the Town and felt they
were in agreement and that the Town, once property was transferred to Mr. LeBlanc
would no longer have any liability concerning it. Amendment as proposed by
Mr. Metivier failed. The motion as proposed by the Selectmen was called to
a vote by show of hands. Yes 80, No 74. Vote in the affirmative..
Article 9 - To see if the town will vote to raise or appropriate the sum of
One hundred fifty-three thousand, four hundred ninety-five dollars ($153,495)
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for the support of the Department of Public Works or take any action
relative thereto. Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to
raist or appropriate the sum of One Hundred fifty-six four hundred,
ninty-five dollars ($156,495) for the support of the Department of
Public Works, proposed if Article #12 for new dump truck be voted down
and $3,000 be added to item Equipment Rental, or take any action relative
thereto. Concern expressed by the assembly regarding overdraft every
year. Selectmen explained this past year's overdraft due in part to:
1. Front-end loader repairs exceeded estimates. 2. Part time overtime,
3. New engine in the dump truck and vehicle maintenance exceeded antici-
pated amounts. Selectmen promised tighter controls and serious changes to
be made in Public Works Department. All equipment rentals and hiring to
go out for bids. Vote on the article as proposed by the Selectmen in the
affirmative.
Article 10 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to enter into a lease agreement for the purpose of leasing
a John Deere road grader for the Highway Department, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Fourteen thousand, five hundred, four dollars
($14,504) for that purpose or take any action relative thereto. This is
an annual article for the road grader, we are on a 5 year agreement, at
the end of the 5 years we may be able to buy it for $1. and it should be
good for about 20 years. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 11 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) to be used solely
in sealing approximately three (3) miles of previously tarred roads in the
town or take any action relative thereto. This is an annual maintenance
article recommended by the Budget Committee. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 12 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Sixty-two thousand dollars ($62,000) for the purchase of a new dump truck
for the Department of Public Works complete with sander and plows and to
authorize the withdrawal of Thirty-three thousand, fifty-nine dollars and
fifty seven cents ($33,059.57) plus accrued interest from capital Reserve
Funds created for that purpose and the balance of Twenty-eight thousand,
nine hundred, forty dollars and forty-three cents ($28,940.43) to be raised
by the Town. MOved and seconded by the Selectmen that we vote to pass over
this article in view of the state of the economy and after the expensive
repairs made on the old dump truck, this recommended by the Budget Committee.
Vote in the affirmative to pass over the article.
Article 13 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Forty-two thousand, seven hundred and nine dollars
($42,709) for the support of the Recycling Center or take any action
relative thereto. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 14 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town of Greenfield will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Five thousand, six hundred, twenty-two
dollars ($5,622) for the purchase of a horizontal baler, waste oil furnace,
furnace ducting, and thermal insulating strips for the Wilton Recycling
Center. This is also to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for and
accept grants from the Governor's Recycling Grants Program in the amount of
Two thousand, eight hundred, eleven dollars ($2,811) for the purpose of
purchasing the above mentioned equipment with the balance of Two thousand,
eight hundred, eleven dollars ($2,811) to be raised by general taxation.
This appropriation is contingent upon the receipt of State funds and the
matching appropriation by the other municipalities participating in the
Wilton Recycling Center. The total sum of purchase, including Greenfield's
share, will be Forty-seven thousand, six hundred, thirty-five dollars
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($47,635) or take any action relative thereto. Comments and discussion
concerning cost and/or savings if this article approved or not approved.
Vote in the affirmative.
Article 15 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Seventeen thousand, seven hundred dollars ($17,700) for the support
of the Fire Department or take any action relative thereto. Selectmen
moved and seconded to decrease the total amount by $500 making total the
sum of Seventeen thousand, two hundred dollars, by decreasing items Truck
and Equipment Maintenance by $1000 making the item $2,000 and increasing
Radio Repair to $750, total $17,200. Vote in' the affirmative as stated
by the Selectmen.
Article 16 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be used to purchase
new personal protection gear for the Fire Department or take any action
relative thereto. James Conway, Fire Chief, said this eqiupment necessary
to satisfy OSHA regulations. Vote in the affirmative.
Point of order called by Gene Mitchell who requested an article already
voted on be reconsidered. Question put before the House, "Those in favor
of reconsidering an article once it has, been disposed of ." vote by show
of hands Yes 40, No 87. Not allowed.
Article 17 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Five Thousand dollars ($5,000) to be set aside into a Capital Reserve
Fund for the purpose of Fire Department equipment or take any action relative
thereto. Moved and seconded by the Selectmen to pass over this article for
this year. Vote to pass over article in the affirmative.
Article 18 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Fifty-two thousand, one hundred dollars ($52,100) to support the Police
Department or take any action relative thereto. Moved and seconded by
Selectmen to cut the budget by $3,000, this amount to be deducted from
Chief's salary, since he started after the first of the year Town wouldn't
be paying him for the whole year. Total amount to be voted on is $49,100.
Vote in the affirmative.
Article 19 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Fourteen thousand, eight hundred, nineteen dollars ($14,819) for the
support of the Stephenson Memorial Library or take any action relative
thereto. Kate Mullins proposed amendment to raise the budget by $600
increasing Salaries to $11,800 raising the total sum to be raised to
$15,419. Article as amended voted in the affirmative.
Article 20 - To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of reconstruction
of the Meeting House roof and to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight
thousand five hundred dollars ($8,500) to be placed in this fund and desig-
nate the Selectmen as agents to expend or take any action relative thereto.
(Majority vote required) Moved and seconded to change this amount to
$4,500 for this year, based on 10 year period. Total amount for roof will
cost between 70 and $30,000 this is to remove slate and old boards which
arte under slate and then to replace the slate. Vote in the affirmative
as restated by Selectmen.
Article 21 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000) for a complete
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revaluation of the Town in 1990 and to authorize the withdrawal of
Twenty-seven thousand, eighty-five dollars and fifty-one cents ($27,085.51)
plus accrued interest from cash reserve funds created for that purpose
and the balance of Seven Thousand, nine hundred, fourteen dollars and
forty-nine cents ($7,914.49) to be raised by the Town or take any action
relative thereto. The evaluation would begin April 1 and be finished by
August 31. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 22 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Two hundred, thirty-one thousand, four hundred fifty-five dollars
($231,455) for the operation and maintenance of Town property, and any
other charges arising within the Town or take any action relative thereto.
Moved and seconded to decrease this amount to $226,555 by decreasing items
Cemeteries from $800 to $400, Parks and Playgrounds from $8,000 to $6,000.
and Survey, Tax Maps, Preamb. from $6,250 £o $3,750. Amendment proposed
to cut Clerical to $6,600 this was voted down. Suggestion proposed to
have more time for regular work that perhaps the office could be closed
at designated times to public. Amendment to add a word processor program
to computer system at the cost of $150. Amount to be raised to $226,705
was voted on. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 23 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Five
thousand dollars ($5,000) for a new Picket Fence for the cemetery.
Moved and seconded by the Selectmen to pass over this article. There
was much discussion about doing this with donations and volunteer help
especially since the Bicentential will be coming up next year and all
would like to see fence at least mended. Motion to pass over voted in
the negative. Original article for $5,000 voted in affirmative.
Article 24 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Eleven thousand, four hundred dollars ($11,400) for the support
of the Recreation Department. Nine thousand dollars ($9,000) for the
support of Recreation programs and Two thousand, four hundred dollars
($2,400) for a life guard at Sunset Lake Beach. Four thousand, two
hundred dollars ($4,200) to be raised through taxes and Seven thousand
two hundred dollars ($7,200) to be raised through fees and charges.
(Submitted by the Recreation Committee) . Moved and seconded by Select
men to cut this to an even $9,000 cutting the life guard from the
budget. Amendment to go back to original article as printed leaving in
the life guard. Much discussion concerning liability of the Town having
a life guard and also supporting the raft. Vote in affirmative to
return to original article as printed. Moved and seconded to vote on
original article, vote in the affirmative.
Article 25 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to instruct
the Selectmen to apply the following Educational Tax Credit proposal in
its considerations of tax abatements.
Beginning September 1, 1990, any owner of real estate in Greenfield,
New Hampshire, who pays for 'any grade 1 through 12 Greenfield student-
resident all or any part of the actual educational expenses of any public
or non-public school which legally fulfills the State of New Hampshire
compulsory attendance laws, shall be eligible, pursuant fo RSA76:16, to
receive an abatement of real estate taxes from the Town of Greenfield in
an amount, dollar for dollar, not to exceed 50 percent of the cost per
pupil of the public school from the previous year, or take any action
relative thereto. (Submitted by petition) Ron Lucas spoke to the article
explaining that they felt they were paying twice, also the Town gets a
break in amount of moneys paid for public education. Assembly felt
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that Public Education is mandated and must be paid for so should be
charged to all, after all the people who do not send their children
to public school have a choice and if they choose to send them to
private school and pay that shouldn'd void their responsibility for
public education. Article failed.
Article 26 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to instruct
the Selectmen to study the following Educational Tax Credit proposal and
report on its findings to the 1991 Town Meeting.
Beginning September 1, 1991, any owner of real estate in Greenfield,
New Hampshire, who pays for any Greenfield student-resident all or any
part of the actual grade 1 through 12 educational expenses of any public
or non-public school which legally fulfills the State of New Hampshire
compulsory attendance laws, shall be eligible, pursuant to RSA 76:16,
to receive an abatement of real estate taxes from the Town of Greenfield
in a reasonable amount to be determined by the Selectmen. (Submitted
by Petition) Article failed.
Article 27 - Moved and seconded to see if the Town will vote to designate
and proclaim April 22, 1990, as Earth Day 1990, and to set aside that day
for public activities promotion preservation of the global environment and
launching the "Decade of the Environment," or take any action relative
thereto. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 28 - Moved and seconded to transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting or take any action relative thereto.
Mike Cavanaugh proposed a resolution that Selectmen issue monthly a
report showing how we are adhering to the budget as approved at Town
Meeting. This to be on the first of each month and posted in the office
building. Vote in the affirmative. Gene Mitchell challenged Moderator's
ruling about not recalling an article after it has been passed. Moderator
reiterated his belief that an article cannot be reconsidered once it has
been acted on. Vote by assembly raise of hands, Yes 36, No 67, challenge
failed. It was felt that not all the people in the Hall voting were
registered voters and they would like to have the Supervisor's of the
Checklist check them on the checklist next year. Tom Mullins made a
resolution request Selectmen to approach the representive to the General
Court and ask for some way other than real estate taxes, such as an Income
or Sales Tax to be instituted to relieve Property Tax Payers, resolution
seconded. Amendment proposed to resolution to include the study of
possibility of repeal of Property tax. Vote by show of hands- Yes 41,
No 45. Resolution failed. Resolution that voting rules be checked
before next meeting. Moved and seconded to adjourn. Steven Robertson
was thanked for his three years of service as a Selectman.
Meeting adjourned at 12:30 p.m.
A true copy attest:
Frances F. Kendall
Town Clerk
Newly elected officers sworn in by Town Clerk.
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TAX YEAR 1990
Summary Inventory of Valuation
of the Town of Greenfield in Hillsborough County
Land under Current Use 445,480.






Before Exemptions allowed 90,905,001.
Elderly Exemption Allowed (7) 312,200.
Physically Handicapped Exemptions (1) 330,950.
Education Exemption (CMF) 50,000.




Net Valuation on which Tax Rate
was computed in 1989 27,758,661.
Increase from 1989 62,353,190.
1989 1990
Town Portion 14.88 3.76
County Portion 4.70 1.57
School Portion 37.54 13.37
Sales Assessment 30% 100%
Ratio
TAX RATE PER $1,000. OF 57.12 18.70
VALUATION
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land & Buildings $ 416,750.
Town Hall, Furniture & Equipment 10,000.
Library, Land & Building 162,200.
Library, contents 40,000.
Fire Station, Land & Building 220,450.
Fire Station, Furniture & Equipment 200,000.
Town Offices, Land & Building 111,250.
Town Offices, Furniture & Equipment 25,000.
Department of Public Works Building 86,650.
Department of Public Works Equipment 150,000.
Police Department 20,000.
Recreation Field 62,100.
Savage Place (99.2 acres) 55,850.
Cemetery Land 69,850.
Town Recycling Center, Land & Buildings 79,200.
Zephyr Lake Beach Property 17,900.
Leroy Hopkins Land, ROW Sunset Lake 10,000.
Sunset Lake Beach 163,750.
Fleck Memorial Land 9,250.
Oak Park Fairgrounds 210,650.
Shea Cemetery 200.
Oak Park Fairgrounds Buildings 25,000.
Gravel Bank W/S of Rt. 31, .6 acres 20,050.
Koch/Brown Land, Slip Road, 34.62 acres 36,000.
LAND ACQUIRED BY TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
L & D Parker Lot, 2.1 acres 3,550.
Alfred & Delia Warren Lot, .5 acres 27,000.
W.E. Hopkins Heirs Lot, 15.0 acres 53,700.
Sam White Lot, 16 acres 15,600.
Miner Road Triangle, .2 acres 8,950.
R10, 14 Harry Atwood Land 4.0 acres 51,300.
BALANCE SHEET AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990
ASSETS
Cash on hand January 1, 1991 22,070.94
Uncollected Taxes 1990 790,492.17
Uncollected Taxes prior years 236,341.78
LIABILITIES
Due to Conval Jan-June
Bridges-Fleck Property
Ramp


























Auto Permit Fees $89,690.00
Titles 582.00
Dog License Fees 1/007.50
Penalties 131.00
Filing Fees 6.00
Marriage License Fees 363.00
Total Collected & Remitted $91,779.50
"I hereby certify that this is a true report of receipts and transmittals
during the year of 1990."




Property, Yield & Current Use Taxes
Levy of 1987
Uncollected taxes 1-1-90:
Yield ( Wayne Leblanc) 478.86









Overpayment of tax 146.89



















































Tax Lien 3-16-90 275,937.77
Interest after lien 5,670.01
Total Debits




















Total Credits 281,607.78 66,136.41 32,608.99




Auth, Daniel & Lynn
Barker, Harold & Grace
Belmore, Maurice
Bingham, David , Virginia
Bliss, Gilbert



























Cross, Mirle 2,179.01 1,690.84
Crowell, Steven 18,220.28
Curtin, Joseph Heirs 182.17
Curtin, Joseph Heirs 847.59
Day, Karen 2,470.11 1,915.74
Diehard, Lillian 1,426.38 1,109.32
Drown, Sarah 2,656.16
Forest Rd Realty Trust 2,704.19
Gallitano, Geo., Joanne 754.16
Goodwin, Richard, Corrine3 ,028 . 30 2,321.52
Granite Camps Inc. 337.03 267.65
Herrick, Anne 50.56
Kinsman, Richard , Eileen 1,903.15
Littlejohn, David, Heather 69.20
Lucas, Ronald, Adelheid 1,076.08
MacFarlane, Russell 109.55
MacFarlane, Russell 265.24
Mack, Paul; Jennifer Luke3,208.35
Magoon, George Heirs 903.81 28.77
Novak, Bernard 825.38
0'Connell, Kevin & Gayle 190.28
Page, Harry 1,354.88
Pero, Calvin & Linda 302.91
Potter, Michael ,Lynette 1,303.94
Putnam, Roscoe, Patricia2 , 968 . 50
Putnam, Roscoe, Patricia 320.38
Robertson, Steven, Rachel.6 , 741 . 58 5,082.76
Robinson, James, Jean 700.48
Russell , Bruce ,Winnifred 2,157.71
Russell, Gary 1,164.70
SC Trust 96,568.54
Shaw, Clifford, Catherine 3,090.72
Sullivan, James , Denise 3,028.20
Sullivan, Ronald 642.50
Sullivan, Ronald 365.25
Sysyn, Nicholas & Nora 1,063.41
Teng, Chao 71.08
Wambolt, Mark & Susan 103.83
Waterhouse ,David,Maryannl ,878.93
Weeks ,Lennie , Jacqueline 3,118.49 2,404.99
Williams, Chris. & Mary 1,689.86
205,962.80 29,900.12
"I hereby certify that this is, to the best of my know-
ledge, a true report of receipts and tranenittEls for
the period 1-1-90 through 12-31-90."
Robert C. Geisel, Jr
Tax Collector
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
1990
SOURCE AMOUNT TOTAL BALANCE
CASH ON HAND 01-01-90 71561.90 71561.90
1. FROM LOCAL TAXES
Property Taxes - Prior Years 351231.33
Property Taxes - 1990 904645.43
Property Taxes Interest - Prior Years 18743.33
Property Taxes Interest - 1990 2335.09
Tax Sales Redeemed 124023.78
Interest & Tax Sale Costs 20443.48
Railroad Tax 76.61
Yield Tax - Prior Years 3005.61
Yield Taxes - 1990 6419.73 1430924.39
FROM STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Highway Block Grant 25122.1b
NH Revenue Sharing 45866.12
Recycling Special Article #14 2656.42 73644.70






Dog Control & Penalties
Filing Fees




C. FINES & FORFEITS
Dog Restraint Fines
D. RENTAL OF TOWN PROPERTY
E. INTEREST EARNED ON DEPOSITS
Checking Account - Int
Money Market Account - Int

































8i -Cent i nneal Cons
FAIRGROUNDS - OAK PARK
FIRE DEPARTMENT
PLANNING BOARD INCOME
ZONING BOARD of ADJUSTMENT
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
























4. FROM OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE
A. TAX ANTICIPATION LOAN
B. REFUNDS
NH Hunic W/C Fund
U S Treasury -IRS Refund


































IN LEIU OF TAXES






Cash On Hand 01-01-30
Less Selectaans Orders







Dorothy D. Hilton, Treasurer
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SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
Town Officers' Salaries 9,746.38
Town Officers' Expenses 29,753.82
Elections and Registrations 1,093.46
Clerical 8,997.00




Planning Board & Board of Adjustment 3,408.31
Insurance 44 , 459 . 54
Health Services 13,133.64
Building Inspector 2,146.78












Cemeteries 602 . 27
Legal Expenses 4,492.96
Advertising & Regional Associations 1,543.00
Tax Sale 275,937.77
Social Security 14,775.16




Assessing 100 . 00
Vital Statistics 342.00
Deposits to Escrow Accounts 4,500.00
Interest and payment on fire truck 25,099.55
Bicentennial 2,677.37
Money from prior years appropriation 8 , 086 . 80
2,205,651.99
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TOWN HALL & OTHER BUILDINGS
Appropriation $ 29,000.00
Custodian & Maintenance $ 2,545.94











Associations/Dues 1 , 759 . 51
Fee Reimbursements, Town Clerk 3,058.62










Data Service, Maintenance 3,925.61
Supplies, Office Equipment 827.10
Supplies, Desk 175.22
Supplies, Printed 1,644.90
Supplies, General Paper & Filing 567.50
Misc., Contributions 502.85
Postage, Printed Envelopes 1,823.24
















































































































































DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Appropriation 156,495.00
Wages, Full Time





























































































HEALTH DEPARTMENT - HOSPITALS
Appropriation 14,677.00
Ambulance 11,173.00




Appropriation 6 , 000 . 00
















































Sealing & Tarring 12,000.00























* See Comparative Statement for offsetting income.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Report of Trustees of Trust Funds of money received
and expended for year ending December 31, 1990.
Cash balance December 31, 1989 $838.09
RECEIPTS
Perpetual Care Funds 350.00
W/D Ralph Sayles Fund 15,940.00
W/D Revaluation Reserve 29,412.63
W/D Belcher Scholarship Fund 7,230.00
Library Trust Fund Interest 1,155.02
Cemetery Funds Interest 4,000.00
Care of Non-Perpetual lots 738.00
Sale of lot 100.00
Meeting House Roof reserve 4,500.00
Interest, checking account 34 .27 63 , 459 . 92
$64,298.01
PAYMENTS
Town of Greenfield, sale of lot 100.00
Town of Greenfield, Revaluation
Reserve 29,412.63
Town of Greenfield, Sayles W/D 15,940.00
Belcher Scholarships 7,230.00
Dep. Meeting House Roof Reserve 4,500.00
Fertilizer 230.00
Non-Perpetual care (labor) 738.00
Perpetual Care (labor) 3,673.50
Trimming bushes 122.50
Stone repair 100.00
Safety Deposit Box Rent 18.00
Library Trustees 1155.02 63,219.65
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS




NAME OF TRUST FUND
List first those trusts invested





stocks, bonds, etc (If












Various Various Cemetery Common #1 sc./s-f ZC
1990




Harlan P. Holt .. 150 00
Levi S. Holt 100 00
Total Cemetery Funds 3(z, 15% ZU 3Sc c
LIBRARY FUNDS
1914 Butler Library Common #2 1050 50
1917 Elvira E. Ramsey .. 500 00
1950 Shirley Merchant Book Fund 140 00
1958 Lucv A. Brooks Book Fund 128 36
1965 Leon C. Cochran Library 2224 96
Sub-Total
4043 32
1925 Emma E. Gipson Library
CD
#014880990 10,000 00



















#01 11101 158 3618 49






















CAPITAL RESERVE FUN! )S












Total Capital Reserve Funds
»o I HSfao-iTt
38,500 00 4500 00
CASH RESERVE FUNDS





10/1/87 Town of Greenfield Revaluation
I'G/OSSOOIDl
25,000 00
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Greenfield, New Hampshire 03047
The audit reports for the Town of Greenfield, New Hampshire for the
period ended December 31, 1990 are in process. We expect to issue Draft
Financial Statements on or before March 16, 1991.
Sincerely,
v/h V>/yjn f Rich P&~*

























During this year/ 1990/ 5/498 books were circulated which
showed an increased interest in adult fiction/ inter-library loaned
books and in children's books over the previous year. As you well
know/ Velma keeps news of the library fresh and up-to-date in her
newspaper column, so that all are aware of our new acquisitions.
This year the new books totaled 344 of which 149 were gifts, a great
help to our budget. Many thanks go to you donors.
We appreciate the many gifts this year to our library fund in
memory of Hazel Carey Fletcher/ a former library trustee.
We have had wonderful support always from the Greenfield
Women's Club. Dorothy Howard is now chairman for the "Friends of
the Library" within the Women's Club. We appreciate this bond.
A steering committee has been formed to plan for needed changes
in the library/ such as true accessibility for all and to ensure that
the building is fire safe. We are aiming to meet every applicable
code in making our changes.
Early this year/ 34 children completed the California Raisin
reading program.
During National Library Week, the trustees judged the "Save Our
Earth" poster contest. There was enthusiastic participation/ and the
posters could be viewed at the library. The winners were awarded
evergreens in pots/ which the children could plant in honor of Arbor
Day.
The children's summer reading program was entitled "Weave a
magic carpet in your book world" . It was complete with genies and
carpets-to-weave . The little red wagon from UNH joined us for our
final party and awards. There were 24 participants and 75 folks
attended this event.
In August we had a blue ribbon float at the Oak Park Festival
Parade entitled "Reading is a Family Affair" . We capitalized on the
idea that 'reading is three rings of fun'. Our family was made up
of circus clowns and was truly colorful. We also had a book sale at
Oak Park that day.
In the fall we held a tea at the library for newcomers in
Greenfield and other friends. The Women's Club "friends of the
library" brought tea sandwiches and cookies for a bountiful table at
this special open house. Lisa Walsh from Welcome Wagon helped us to
seek out newcomers. Bob Smith represented our selectmen at this
event
.
At our Christmas Party on a Snowy December morning we viewed
"Peter Pan" generously loaned to us by Lois Loconti. The star of
this heartwarming video was Mary Martin.
We have a fine selection of new books and magazines and an
increasing number of tapes. Come and enjoy the bright/ friendly
surroundings of your library. We will have fine new Green library
cards on the occasion of the 200th year of the founding of our town.
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Julie and Velma always have the welcome mat out. Library hours
are:
Monday 12:00 - 5:00 and 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Wednesday
& 12:00 - 6:00 PM
Friday
Saturday 9:00 AM - Noon
We have "Millie's Book" and we want all to know that illiteracy


















































Annual Report for 1990
Greenfield Conservation Commission
During the past year we took part in the Lay Lake Monitoring
Program for a second time. We use equipment from the state/ collect
water samples on Sunset and Zephyr Lakes then return to the state
labs. The town receives valuable information which would be
prohibitavely expensive if we used a private lab. This allows us
to catch problems such as spot pollution due to a failed septic
/
or polluted water at our town beaches in a short time. By collecting
data over a long period of time/ we can see gradual changes which
might effect the purity of our ground water.
Work has continued at the Fleck Conservation Area on South
Francestown Road. Stringers for the bridge have been set/ and the
Commission spent two evenings cutting lumber for treads and coating
them with preservatives. During the past summer a nature trail was
cut along the east side of the brook/ ending at the site of the
bridge. Members of the Sportsmens Club helped with the work.
For several years one of our members has headed up the Audubon
Society Christmas Bird Count in Greenfield. Collecting data over a
long period of time is very helpful. Lists of birds / mammals / and
plants found in our town are updated regularly.
The Conservation Commission has done onsite inspections and
written up recommendations for the applicants for dredge and fill
permits. The selectmen/ planning board/ and ZBA have all requested
our input for projects involving wetlands/ which we have been glad
to supply.
Several members attended workshops this past year. We were
glad to welcome new member, Victor King, to the Commission. He was
a great help collecting water samples.





Steve Seigars/ Associate Member
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PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board's primary administrative task, in 1990 was the
adoption of an excavation regulation. A proposed regulation was con-
sidered at a public hearing on January 28th which the Board voted not
to adopt as it was too restrictive. Board members Adams and Rainier
were then given the responsibility of drafting a new proposal. This
was accomplished and the proposed regulation was considered at a
public hearing on November 26th. The proposal was essentially the
same as NH RSA 155-E with the addition of application procedures. The
regulation was adopted by the Board following the public hearing.
At the March Town Meeting, voters approved three amendments to
the Zoning Ordinance which allowed the use of wetland soils to
partially satisfy minimum lot size and frontage requirements, required
swimming pools to meet setback requirements and provided for the
appointment of Board of Adjustment members by the Town Moderator.
An amendment by citizen's petition to change the Business District
boundaries was not approved by the voters.
The Board considered and approved four subdivisions consisting
of 12 lots and disapproved one subdivision of two lots. Six site plan
reviews and one excavation permit renewal were considered and approved.
One excavation permit application is being considered but has not yet
been approved.
David Hedstrom, Chairman Steve Seigars
George Rainier, Vice Chairman Robert Smith, Selectman
Jerry Adams, Secretary Jean Cernota, Alternate Member




During 1990, the 200th Anniversary Committee continued preparing
for the town's bicentennial celebration in 1991. As in the previous
year, two newsletters were mailed to all town residents and those
former Greenfield residents for which we have an address. Funds were
raised through the sale of commemorative items, direct contributions
and through a locally produced cabaret which, by itself, netted almost
$2,000. The Committee firmed a schedule of monthly bicentennial



















TOWN OF GREENFIELD MUNICIPAL NOTE






PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST DUE AS FOLLOWS:
DUE PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL DUE PRINCIPAL BAL
31 -Dec- 88 $0.00 $3,499.76 $3,499.76 $86,600.00
30-Jun-89 $17,320.00 $3,265.54 $20,585.54 $69,280.00
31 -Dec- 89 $0.00 $2,655.73 $2,655.73 $69,280.00
31 -Dec- 90 $17,320.00 $5,268.17 $22,589.17 $51,960.00
31 -Oec-91 $17,320.00 $3,951.13 $21,271.13 $34,640.00
31-Dec-92 $17,320.00 $2,634.08 $19,954.08 $17,320.00
31-Dec-93 $17,32000 $1,317.04 $18,637.04 $0.00
PROCEEDS USED TO PURCHASE A NEW 1 988 FIRETRUCK.
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OAK PARK COMMITTEE
We have a building! After six years of hard work by all
the committee members and some volunteers, we have a building!
Some may argue that it is not really a building, and that is okay.
You may call it whatever you like, it is still a beautiful addition
to Oak Park.
The Oak Park Committee thanks the Woman's Club for their
generous contribution towards the construction of this magnificent
bandstand, and to Andy Marsh for his help in the designing stages.
We also want to thank all the folks who came out in the rain to
help us move the small gray building to its new location.
Andy Marsh was also the low bidder for the actual construction
of the bandstand and completed it on time for use at the festival.
The weather on festival day was not 100% cooperative with
our schedule but the overall results of the day were great. We
added two live concerts, a clown/juggler, more vendors and an
egg-tossing contest.
Oak Park also has a sign now. Thanks to Mel & Sharon Rossi,
when anyone drives by, they know where Oak Park is.
It is so good to see Oak Park being used more and more for
other town functions. The firemen have held musters and have
even installed permanent equipment for this event. The Tractor
Club held its two-day event again this year and has plans underway
to restore the depot building and install a permanent pulling
area. Little League still uses the ballfield, along with regular
softball leagues and many "tailgate" teams.
Oak Park also sponsored a town flea market in April and again
in September.
That is the purpose of Oak Park Committee in a nutshell;
to make the park a multi-use recreation area for the town of
Greenfield. We have worked hard and are now starting to see the
results of our labors. And that makes it all worthwhile.
In the last few months of this year, we have initiated plans
that will not be completed until next year. To give you a peek
ahead: we intend to clear more field space, more parking area
and more picnic areas. We want to open up the track so it can
be reconditioned as a walking/exercise track.
We recognize we cannot reach our goals without community
participation and agreement so we encourage everyone to do whatever
you can. We ask for your suggestions, even if you don't agree
with what we are doing. And, as always, we thank you for whatever





Balance on hand 1/1/90 $5,708.39










Festival, basket- 5382.10 (10,630.22)
ball court
Reimbursed Town 10,420.52
Balance in savings 12/31/90 $100.00
Due town $209.70
Last year the Women's club donated $2000.
toward the cost of the gazebo. This money was
placed in a CD which matures in March. This
money will then be deposited to the Oak Park
account to offset the expense of the gazebo.
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WELFARE REPORT
This has been a very hard year for the Greenfield Welfare
Department. With the unemployment rate so high, it has become
difficult for people to find work.
This year we aided 18 families which consisted of 27 adults
and 29 children. Last year we aided 6 families consisting of 8
adults and 6 children. From this you can see our caseload has
tripled. These families received aid for: food, rent, electric,
telephone, heat, and prescriptions. With the rising costs and the
rising caseloads, it is very difficult to set a workable budget.
The town instituted a work program this year that seems to be
working well.
The organizations that helped the town were: The Food Stamp
Program, Operation Santa, Winterization Program, and Surplus Foods.
A special thanks to the Union Congregational Church in
Greenfield for their food pantry, clothing and food baskets. To
Saint Patricks Church in Bennington for the holiday food baskets.
Also, thank you to the many individuals for their clothing donations.
All was greatly appreciated. You all helped to lessen the burden.
As of December 6, 1991 I resigned my position as Overseer of
Public Welfare for personal reasons. I want to thank everyone for




1990 BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT
In 1990 a total of only 39 building permits were issued. This
seems to reflect the nationwide economic slowdown in real estate and
general building activity.
Building permits were issued for the following:
New Homes 6
Additions & Renovations 13
Commercial 1
Garages & Sheds 13
Signs 2







1990 was another year full of changes for the Recycling
Center
.
We applied for and received grants from the Governor's
Recycling Grants program totaling $22,512.04. With these funds, we
purchased a horizontal baler, a waste oil furnace, and built a new
loading dock.
The baler has improved the speed and quality of our baling
operation, while the furnace has provided some relief from our
New England winter weather.
We hope to purchase additional trailers next year in order to
utilize the full potential of our new loading dock, and alleviate the
problem of outdoor storage due to lack of space.
Our income was higher than our anticipated $25,000.00 goal, at
$27,579.56. Markets for recyclable materials continue in a
deteriorated state, however, we are still striving for increased
income totals for next year.
We regret the passing of our long-time dedicated employee and
our friend, Alvin Munnis. In his honor, New Hampshire Resource
Recovery Association has added a new category to their annual
recycling awards entitled The Alvin Munnis Memorial Award, given to
an outstanding individual in the field of recycling. Alvin was a
hard working reliable individual and we miss the spirit that he added
to the Recycling Center.
We would like to thank Charles McGettigan and the Wilton
Highway Department for all their efforts over the past year. They
have provided a great deal of assistance to the Recycling Center in
excavation work and road maintenance, and we really appreciate what
they have done for us.
We would also like to thank the Friends of the Wilton
Recycling Center for their support. We hope to work closely with
them during the following year.
Last, but by far, not least, we'd like to thank all of you






ANNUAL REPORT - 1990
To the Citizens and Business Community of the Town of
Greenfield
:
1990 was a year of change for the Greenfield Police Dep-
artment. As you know, Chief Carl Driggers left the dep-
artment early in the year and I became your Chief in
March. I feel honored to have been chosen to serve the
community in the capacity of Chief of Police and hope to
continue serving you in the future.
Many changes have taken place within the department. Not
only have we stepped up patrol in an effort to discourage
crime, but we have also become more active in community
affairs. A comprehensive recordskeeping system has been
established to help the police department operate more
efficiently. Department rules, regulations and standard
operating procedures are now in place.
The Town of Greenfield is fortunate to have a group of
talented, caring individuals serving on its police force.
I would like to thank Sergeant Scott Quilty and Officers
Andrew Wood, Lori Coffin, James Conway, Richard Smith,
Richard Waugaman and Daniel Bocko for their dedication to
the department. I would also like to thank Sheldon
Stokes for his many years of service to the community.
Without the assistance of these people, my job would have
been a difficult one.
Special thanks are also in order for Adele Gagnon, Rachel
Courtney, and the Board of Selectmen for their continued
support. Also, thank you to two special young men,
Christopher Weeks and Charles Phelps for many hours of
assistance to the department. They have helped in mak-
ing my first year of service a pleasant one.
You, the citizens and business people of Greenfield, have
made me feel welcome. It is with pride that your Police
Department serves you. We are always here to assist you
at any time. Phone us at 1-352-1100 or 547-2525 if you
need police assistance.
Together, the citizens of Greenfield and its Police Dep-








These statistics are inclusive of March - December, 1990 in-
formation on file. There is insufficient data on file to
compile the statistics for January and February, 1990.
Burglaries 9
(includes 7 residential and 2 commercial)
Theft 2 5
Motor Vehicle Theft 2







Alarm responses, business and residential 27
Child abuse / neglect investigations 6
Fires of suspicious origin 4
Untimely Deaths 3
Suspicious Activity 82
Motor Vehicle Complaints 42
Civil problems 29
Assist Fire / Rescue / Ambulance 39
Assist other Police Agencies 52
Citizen Assists 67
Motor vehicle accidents, property damage only.. 34
Motor vehicle accidents, personal injury 4
Fatal motor vehicle accidents
58
Arrests 35
Juvenile Detentions and Petitions 21
**0f the figures above, 20 of the adult arrests
were drug and/or alcohol related. 15 of the juv-
enile detentions involved drugs and/or alcohol.**
Arrests for Driving While Intoxicated 4
Summonses issued 105
Motor vehicle contacts 2268
(Motor vehicle contacts consist of all vehicles
stopped for summons, warning, DE tag or checkup;
vehicles contacted for motorist assists, vehicles
towed or abandoned, and traffic monitoring)
TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE IN 1990: 748
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RECREATION COMMISSION
The Recreation Commission has had a very good year. We have
continued our popular programs of aerobics, swimming lessons,
baseball and arts program.
We added new programs of tennis lessons, high school and adult
dances, infant and child swim lessons, lifeguard course and Red Cross
Standard First Aid Course.
Successfull programs are made possible by everyone's support.
This is the year to try something new. Participate in a program,
attend a performance, volunteer to chaparone a teen dance. Let us
continue to offer quality programs. Our programs are for everyone.
The Recreation Department is looking for suggestions on
different programs that you might like us to offer.
Our department was saddened by the loss of our lifeguard and
swim instructor Kathy Lovequist. She touched a lot of people in a
very short time. Kathy missed the trees that were at the beach.
In memory of Kathy we will be planting trees at Sunset Lake.







1-990 School Board Representitive Report
Having served on the School Board for Seven
years and feeling a continued movement forward
in bettering our education system, tnis last
year brought about frustration with the $600,000
plus budget cut, appears to have put us in a
sharply reverse direction. Hard choices had to
be made where to make the cuts so that it would
have the least effect on the children of our
district. The KIDS benefit or pay in the long
run.
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NOTE: PRE - TOWN MEETING WILL BE HELD AT 7:00 P.M. ON
FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1991 AT THE TOWN MEETING HOUSE.

